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VOLUME is a warehouse management
system, designed to support and optimize
warehouse functionality and distribution
center management. It facilitates management in their daily planning, organizing,
C
staffing, directing, and controlling the
WIFI
utilization of available resources,Through
to move
and store materials into, within, and out of a
warehouse, while supporting staff in the
performance of material movement and
W
storage in and around a warehouse.
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WHO CAN USE

Warehouse Management Solution
Businesses which have Manufacturing-Storing and stores including all :

FMCGs
Furnishing

Automotive
Distribution

Electronic Wholesale
Luxury

Retail

Logistics

Pharmacy and Cosmetics

Textile, Fashion and Clothing
Why Warehouse Management Solution
Save space inside warehouse
Maximise productivity, optimise warehouse resources
Accurate staff performance
Eliminate handwriting errors
Reduce manual paperwork and improve accuracy
Protect customer data with secure login

Business Modules
Communication Module
Through WIFI for users at workshop, by GPRS for remote users

Admin Module
Warehousing and spare we can define multiple
Back office clients and based on customer
requirements and needs
Managed purchasing and sales orders,
movement orders internally
Analytical Reporting.
Administration/Security
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Receiving,
put-away, picking, shipping, Receiving, put-away, picking, shipping,
crossdocking
crossdocking
Stock counting, stock tracking
Stock counting, stock tracking
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Integration Module
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workshop, by GPRS for remote users
Which is responsible for the integration Which is responsible for the integration
between the back office and customers’ between the back office and customers’
Module
other systems.
other systems.
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Main Stakeholders
Main
Stakeholders
Blue Shed ZE-3
naged purchasing and sales orders,
Jebel Ali Free Zone – Dubai
Store Keeper/worker
Sales Department
Store Keeper/worker
Sales Department
movement orders internally
Analytical Reporting.
Purchasing
Department

Purchasing Department
Top Management

Administration/Security

Top Management

